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Abstract-we construct an important transform to obtain sufficient conditions for the oscillation 
of all solutions of the delay partial difference equations with positive and negative coefficients of the 
form 
wf (m>% Am-o+-,, An-w-,,) + Am--l,n + Am,n_, - Avnn +PA~+~.~+, _ qA,,+,,,,,,,, = 0, 
wmnf(m,n, Am-o,n-7,&x-up-v) + A-l,n 
+A m,n-1 - km + pmn A m+k,n+l - %nn&+k’.n+l’ = 0. 
where m, n = 0, 1,. , and k, k’, L’, 1 are nonnegative integers, w,p, q E (0, co), and o, 7, 1~. u are 
positive integers. The coefficients {w,,.}, {qmn}, and {pmn} are assumed to be positive. 0 2002 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Partial difference equations are popular and important in many applications such as those involv- 
ing population dynamics with spatial migrations, chemical reactions, etc., and even in compu- 
tation and analysis of finite difference equations [l-4]. In the past several years, the qualitative 
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